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Tapas Molecular Bar 

"Science of Taste and Style"

With only two seatings of eight people per night, the word exclusive only

begins to describe the experience at this unique restaurant. Located

inside the highly-regarded Mandarin Oriental hotel in the Nihonbashi

business district, Tapas Molecular Bar treats diners to a seasonal prix fixe

menu of 20-30 small plates, each crafted with an exquisite level of detail

and artistry. True to its name, the science of tasting is put on display here,

where the chef employs such non-traditional implements as syringes and

pipettes in the preparation of what is most certainly a meal as delicious as

it is fascinating to witness. The dress code is described as "smart casual,"

so one need not go overboard with the dressing and just immerse

themselves in the unique experience.

 +81 3 3270 8188

(Reservations)

 www.mandarinoriental.co

m/tokyo/dining/molecular/

 motyo-fbres@mohg.com  2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi,

38F, Mandarin Oriental

Tokyo, Tokyo

 by Eagle_   

Signature 

"Elegant Dining"

Japanese dining with an exquisite blend of French cuisine is what

Signature is all about. Set in a sophisticated ambiance, Signature dishes

out some of the most eclectic preparations available in Tokyo, allowing

diners to savor such options as foie gras accompanied by a glass of

sparkling wine. Signature also has an extensive wine list, ensuring that a

perfect pairing is always available to accompany the breathtaking view

from the restaurant's location on the 37th floor of the striking Mandarin

Oriental hotel. A great option for those looking to host a small private

luncheon, the bright and open atmosphere of this Michelin Guide Tokyo-

rated restaurant is just one of many features that make this a must-visit

for those seeking out fine dining in Tokyo.

 +81 3 3270 8188  www.mandarinoriental.co

m/tokyo/nihonbashi/fine-di

ning/restaurants/french-

cuisine/signature

 motyo-fbres@mohg.com  2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi,

Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo

 by postchiangmai0   

K'shiki 

"Japanese Cuisine With A Western Twist"

Those who have adventurous palettes will be sure to enjoy K'shiki.

Located on the 38th floor of the Mandarin Oriental hotel, this restaurant

provides panoramic views of the city. Here, patrons can grab a quick salad

or sandwich, or have a quiet and relaxing sit-down meal, but no matter

what they can be assured that the food will be as innovative as it is

delicious. Bringing Italian and Neapolitan flavors to Tokyo, the menu is a

delight for lovers of the cuisine. The staff is efficient and helpful with

recommendations, though diners may find that K'shiki is mainly for sea

food lovers; however, delicious beef dishes and pizza are also available,

making this an ideal place for a wonderful gastronomical experience.

 +81 3 3270 8188  www.mandarinoriental.co

m/tokyo/nihonbashi/fine-di

 motyo-fbres@mohg.com  2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi,

38th Floor, Mandarin
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 by gate74   

Apicius 

"Seamless Mix of Art and Food"

This self-styled Grand Maison has a beautiful setting in which you can

enjoy classic French cuisine. The restaurant is adorned with paintings and

sculptures by the likes of Goya, Kandinsky, and Rodin - and all are

genuine pieces. The restaurant, uniquely, doubles as an art gallery and is

surrounded by the works of masters, which only heightens a diner's

anticipation for the food. And it doesn't disappoint - it is rich, redolent of

truffles and butter. There is an excellent cheese selection, as well as an,

intimidatingly vast wine cellar; the restaurant carries vintages of Chateau

Petrus but more affordable choices are available.

 +81 3 3214 1361  www.apicius.co.jp/  apicius@apex-co.co.jp  1-9-4 Yuraku-cho, Sanshi-

Kaikan Building B1, Chiyoda

City, Tokyo

 by Kevin Haas 

Chinois 

"French Food & Wine!"

If there's one drink that goes wonderfully with French food, it's wine. This

is a terrific restaurant which serves a variation of French and Japanese

dishes with a selection of wines from various countries. Try their foie gras

don, which consists of foie gras served over rice and sprinkled with green

onions and ginger - it's a real knockout. Completing the experience is the

elegant atmosphere and decor, which is distinctly French in flavor.

 +81 3 3571 3108  www.chinois.jp/ginza/  ginza@chinois.jp  6-4-5 Ginza, Chuo City,

Oriental Building B1, Tokyo

 by amirali mirhashemian on 

Unsplash   

Les Saisons 

"Revitalized French Dining"

Located in the Hotel Imperial, Les Saisons has a respectable reputation

and is known for its variety and the chef's fearless experimentation. Chef

Thierry Voisin has breathed a refreshing life into the restaurant, making

Les Saisons a must-visit French restaurant once again; no mean feat

considering this is a city with more than its fair share of fine French dining.

All the classics are here - French sole, lobster, loin of beef - and the

luxurious dining room setting contributes to an elegant dining experience.

 +81 3 3539 8087  www.imperialhotel.co.jp/j/tokyo/res

taurant/les_saisons/

 1-1-1 Uchisaiwaicho, Imperial Hotel

Tokyo, Tokyo

 by adamcreatives   

Kyo Aji 

"Tokyo's Top-rated Restaurant"

Kyo Aji's reputation precedes it - it is exceedingly popular with gourmet

locals, who flock to it for its imaginative, highly original Japanese cuisine.

The 'Kyo' in the title refers to Kyoto, whose cuisine the restaurant is

dedicated to. Chef Nishi serves up a spectacular menu comprising of

matsutake mushrooms, hamo (conger eel) and other versions of popular

delicacies, all adhering to Japanese gourmet sensibilities - and then some.

This Michelin starred restaurant is a must visit however you need to

reserve either months in advance or accompany a regular to get an easy

entry.

 +81 3 3591 3344  3-3-5 Shinbashi, Tokyo
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 by City Foodsters   

La Tour D'Argent 

"Famous Parisian Restaurant in Tokyo"

With an esteemed culinary history dating back to the European royalty

during 16th Century, this posh restaurant offers a dining experience that

few others can match. Located off of the main lobby in the Hotel New

Otani, La Tour d'Argent reflects the elegance and exquisiteness of Paris.

Its opulent decor with spellbinding chandeliers, candle-lit tables, velvet

carpets and floor to ceiling curtained windows will transport the patrons

to the mansions on Parisian streets. The menu is just as impressive as its

plush setting. The goose foie gras enjoys do-not-miss status as an

appetizer, while the roast duckling stands as the kitchen's signature

entree. The wine list, as would be expected from a French restaurant,

rates superb and offers wine by the glass and the bottle. With views of the

Japanese garden, this restaurant is a must-visit for a classy and relaxed

lunch or dinner.

 +81 3 3239 3111  tourdargent.jp/  tourdargent@newotani.co.j

p

 4-1 Kioicho, Hotel New Otani,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

 by MDRX   

Komuro 

"Michelin-Starred Japanese Fine Dining"

Mitsuhiro Komuro's restaurant was honored with a Michelin star,

reflecting and rewarding the chef's attention to detail and his skill with

kaiseki cuisine (Japanese multi-course dinner). Dinner at Komuro includes

specialties such as conger eel or, in the summer, matsutake mushrooms

harvested from forests in western Japan. The restaurant is tiny and

seating is limited. If you can, book a one of the eight counter seats, where

you can have an informal chat with the chef and marvel as he prepares

your meal.

 +81 3 3235 3332  kaiseki-komuro.jp/  35-4 Wakamiyachō, Tokyo

 by unitea   

Azure 45 

"Culinary Fusion Masterpieces"

Azure 45 at The Ritz-Carlton Tokyo is an award-winning, Michelin Star

contemporary restaurant that focuses on French cuisine. Perched on the

45th floor of the hotel, it offers mesmerizing views of the Tokyo cityscape

that creates a romantic atmosphere. The inspired menu features the best

ingredients from around the globe that are artistically presented with an

eye for detail . The seafood options stand out on the menu as some of the

best in town, especially the Scottish blue lobster. The upscale ambiance

encourages you to look your elegant best before stepping into this classy

establishment. With a Michelin star under its belt, Azure 45 is making

waves on Japan's fine dining scene and is not to be missed for those who

don't mind splurging for a meal.

 +81 3 6434 8711  www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/japa

n/tokyo/dining/azure-45

 9-7-1 Akasaka, 45th Floor, The Ritz-

Carlton Tokyo, Tokyo

 by Katrin Morenz   

Kitajima-tei 

"Popular French Bistro"

Located in an alleyway, beneath a yellow canopy, lies Kitajima-tei, one of

Tokyo's best-known and best loved French bistros. The restaurant is

beautifully decorated and the food immaculately presented. The owner

and chef, Motoyuki Kitajima, trained at two highly regarded French

restaurants, Troisgros and Georges Blanc, and the resulting food is a

seamless combination of Japanese and French cuisine. The menu can be

daunting but staff are more than happy to help confused diners.

 +81 3 3355 6667
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 7 Saneicho, Shinjuku City, JHC Building, 1F, Tokyo

Hal Yamashita 

"Searching for Sake?"

Then Hal Yamashita's has to be high on your list. The chef, Haruyuki

Yamashita, sourced a kimoto-style sake from Nada, one of the best-known

and respected sake districts in Japan and it is exclusive to Hal Yamashita.

The chef also considers quality ingredients to be the building blocks of his

cooking; the restaurant uses only organic rice and vegetables, alongside

Kobe, Tajima and Awaji beef, and specially purified water. The food is

exquisitely seasoned and presented, and the Zen-like peacefulness of the

atmosphere makes for a unique dining experience.

 +81 3 5413 0086  www.hal-yamashita.com/en/  9-7-4 Akasaka, Garden Terrace 1F,

Minato-ku, Tokyo Midtown, Tokyo

 by Syced   

Yukimura 

"A Tiny Taste of Kyoto"

While Yukimura is tucked away in Azabu-Juban and doesn't boast of an

extravagant setting unlike other Michelin starred restaurants in the city, it

has earned an international reputation. With limited counter seating and

only nine seats on tables, it means that booking is essential - but it is well

worth it, to try Jun Yukimura's Kyoto-inspired cuisine. All ingredients are

shipped in especially from Kyoto. Try the matsutake mushrooms, wrapped

in eel and grilled over coals; or the grilled bamboo shoots, cooked until

perfectly tender. Jun Yukimura is rightly celebrated as one of Japan's

most innovative and deft chefs and if you are lucky enough to get a seat,

you are guaranteed a meal of unrivaled finesse.

 +81 3 5772 1610  1-5-5 Azabu Juban, 3rd Floor, Takayanagi Building, Tokyo

 by PetiaS   

L'Atelier de Joel Robuchon 

"World-Class Haute Cuisine"

Chef Joel Robuchon's name is synonymous with fine French cuisine,

making his restaurants some of the most famous in the world. In fact, in

1990 he was voted Chef of the Century, and in 1994 his restaurant in Paris

was voted Best in the World. Needless to say, dining at a Robuchon

restaurant is a very special experience. Joel Robuchon now also has

several ateliers (workshops), the Tokyo branch of which opened in 2003.

Instead of the setup of a traditional restaurant, with tables evenly spread

out, most of the diners at this unique venue are seated at a large bar that

surrounds the kitchen, where they can watch the chefs prepare dishes

right in front of them. The food is contemporary French and can safely be

said to be both very delicious and very expensive. The menu is seasonal

and changes daily, and reservations are highly recommended, though

sometimes a few seats are saved just for walk-ins.

 +81 3 5772 7500 (Reservations)  robuchon.jp/roppongi/lateier.html  6-10-1 Roppongi, Hillside 2F, Tokyo

 by Pocsywe   

NARISAWA 

"Sustainable, Yet Luxurious Fine Dining"

Using a minimalist but highly artistic approach to food, Chef Yoshihiro

Narisawa offers a fusion of flavors that cannot be defined as solely

Japanese or French, rather a brilliant blend of both. NARISAWA in

Aoyama is the ideal choice for those in search of fine dining that promises

to excite your senses and leave you in awe. The deceptively simple decor

here belies the scrumptious meals on offer. The chef’s attention to detail

culminates in seasonal cuisine dishes that combine organic and

sustainable ingredients. Sample the exotic menu, which changes

seasonally, and relish some of the finest Japanese wines on offer at

Japan’s premier fine dining restaurant, Narisawa.
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 +81 3 5785 0799  www.narisawa-yoshihiro.com/  2-6-15 Minami Aoyama, Tokyo

 by Ellena McGuinness on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Benoit 

"A Touch of Ducasse"

Alain Ducasse is considered one of the masters of French cuisine, and

Benoit opened under the capable hands of Kei Kojima, who trained under

Ducasse at the Michelin three-star restaurant, Louis XV in Monaco. Settle

back and look up at the ceiling frescoes, designed to evoke the skies of

Provence. Try the escargot, for a true taste of France; or order the

succulent pork belly. The house dessert, the Benoit, is a luscious

confection of chocolate and orange. It's a place for a special occasion, but

the combination of world-class food and atmosphere make it worth every

penny. Reservations are essential.

 +81 3 6419 4181  www.benoit-

tokyo.com/en/

 benoit-tokyo@benoit.co.jp  5-51-8 Jingumae, La Porte

Aoyama 10F, Shibuya City,

Tokyo

 by Kakidai   

Joël Robuchon Restaurant 

"French Chateau Dining in Tokyo"

At this beautiful chateau-style building in Tokyo's Ebisu neighborhood,

world-renowned French chef Joël Robuchon offers world-class dining in a

setting that's as refined as the cuisine itself. Spread over four floors, the

restaurant offers patrons a choice of options, including a pastry boutique,

bar, casual and formal dining rooms, and a salon for private dining. From

gold walls, black table linen, and crystal chandeliers in the formal dining

room to the elegantly modern black and red appointed decor of the Rogue

Bar, the setting is impeccable and bound to leave you impressed. From

curated degustation menus to prix fixe vegetarian and non-vegetarian

menus, there is something for everyone who wishes to have an exquisite

French meal.

 +81 3 5424 1347 (Reservations)  www.joel-robuchon.com/_dev/en/re

staurants-tokyo-latable.php

 1-13-1 Mita, Yebisu Garden Place, Tokyo

Wako 

"Traditional Delights"

Ryotei restaurants, a traditional type of luxurious Japanese eating

establishment, have slowly been diminishing in number over time. Wako

defiantly keeps the tradition alive, offering stunning renditions of

Japanese cuisine at reasonable prices. Their sashimi is a must-have;

buttery, melt-in-the-mouth fish, cut with surgical precision. Wako definitely

caters to the budget traveler, regaling them with not only simple but also

elaborate dishes for special occasions at affordable prices.

 +81 3 3985 6537  2-16-3 Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Sunshine City, Tokyo

 by masterd   

Higashi-Yama Tokyo 

"Modern Yet Traditional"

Located in Meguro-Ku, Higashi-Yama is a perfect example of how the

traditional and modern collide in the bustling metropolis of Tokyo.

Featuring a dining room that combines a minimalist Japanese aesthetic

with an art deco sensibility of color and form, this restaurant also features

a hip lounge that is trendy and chic, yet somehow still reminiscent of a

simple izakaya (Japanese pub) in its look and feel. The cuisine is colorful

and striking in style but also elegantly minimalist in presentation, making

it as much a feast for the eyes as it is for the mouth.

 +81 3 5720 1300 (Reservations)  www.higashiyama-tokyo.jp/  1-21-25 Higashiyama Meguro-ku, Tokyo
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